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This report is a detailed assessment of how to best manage Colorado’s water resources in the coming 

decades with a focus on the state’s climate, including how it may change. The title should more 

accurately read 

Review of Climate in Colorado:   A Synthesis to Support Water Resources Management and Adaptation  

since it is not just changes in climate that is of concern, but what can occur even with the current climate.  

Indeed the term “climate” implicitly includes the “change” part; e.g. see 

Lovejoy, S., 2013: What is Climate?: EOS, 94, No. 1, 1 January 2013, p1-2. 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/2013EO010001/pdf 

And 

Lovejoy, S. , D. Schertzer, D. Varon, 2013: Do GCM's predict the climate... or macroweather?, Earth 

Syst. Dynam., 4, 1–16, doi:10.5194/esd-4-1-2013. 

http://www.physics.mcgill.ca/~gang/eprints/eprintLovejoy/neweprint/esd-2012-45-

typeset.final.pdf 

 The first Chapter has issues of completeness as it does not mention the recent “pause” in global warming. 

While the trend over the entire record is positive, such a pause of over a decade is seen in a variety of data 

sets including 

 Upper ocean heat content [http://oceans.pmel.noaa.gov/]; 

 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/2013EO010001/pdf
http://www.physics.mcgill.ca/~gang/eprints/eprintLovejoy/neweprint/esd-2012-45-typeset.final.pdf
http://oceans.pmel.noaa.gov/


 

 Lower tropospheric temperatures [http://images.remss.com/msu/msu_time_series.html]; 

 

 Sea surface temperatures [http://bobtisdale.wordpress.com/2014/03/10/february-2013-sea-

surface-temperature-sst-anomaly-update-2/]. 

http://images.remss.com/msu/msu_time_series.html
http://bobtisdale.wordpress.com/2014/03/10/february-2013-sea-surface-temperature-sst-anomaly-update-2/
http://bobtisdale.wordpress.com/2014/03/10/february-2013-sea-surface-temperature-sst-anomaly-update-2/
http://oceans.pmel.noaa.gov/Figures/OHCA_curve_2012.pdf


 

 

With respect to possible heating below 700m, if this heat is there, it certainly is not going to affect 

Colorado on multi-decadal time periods as it would be smeared spatially at depth and there is no known 

mechanism to quickly transport large amounts of heat from those depths. 

None of these metrics should led us to conclude that the climate is not changing because of both human 

and natural climate forcings and feedbacks, but these analyses do show that the climate is more complex 

than reported in the first Chapter. Such data sets (and there are others such as the trends in mid-

tropospheric and lower stratospheric temperatures; Arctic and Antarctic sea ice coverage; northern 

hemispheric snow cover; global precipitable water) should be discussed in the global climate overview 

section. Indeed, I recommend the authors (s) of that Chapter look at the discussions in 

Pielke Sr., R., K. Beven, G. Brasseur, J. Calvert, M. Chahine, R. Dickerson, D. Entekhabi, E. Foufoula-

Georgiou, H. Gupta, V. Gupta, W. Krajewski, E. Philip Krider, W. K.M. Lau, J. McDonnell,  W. 

Rossow,  J. Schaake, J. Smith, S. Sorooshian,  and E. Wood, 2009: Climate change: The need to consider 

human forcings besides greenhouse gases. Eos, Vol. 90, No. 45, 10 November 2009, 413. Copyright 

(2009) American Geophysical Union. http://pielkeclimatesci.wordpress.com/files/2009/12/r-354.pdf 

and 

National Research Council, 2005: Radiative forcing of climate change: Expanding the concept and 

addressing uncertainties. Committee on Radiative Forcing Effects on Climate Change, Climate Research 

http://pielkeclimatesci.wordpress.com/files/2009/12/r-354.pdf
http://www.nap.edu/openbook/0309095069/html/
http://www.nap.edu/openbook/0309095069/html/
http://bobtisdale.files.wordpress.com/2014/03/01-global-ssta.png


Committee, Board on Atmospheric Sciences and Climate, Division on Earth and Life Studies, The 

National Academies Press, Washington, D.C., 208 pp. 

My views are also presented in 

Pielke Sr., R.A. 2013: Humanity Has A Significant Effect on Climate – The AGU Community Has The 

Responsibility To Accurately Communicate The Current Understanding Of What is Certain And What 

Remains Uncertain  [May 10 2013]. Minority Statement in response to AGU Position Statement on 

Climate Change entitled: “Human-induced Climate Change Requires Urgent Action” released on 8/5/13. 

http://pielkeclimatesci.files.wordpress.com/2013/08/rpt-851.pdf 

I recommend that the report include the diversity of views on the global climate perspective in order to 

properly communicate the current state of climate science. 

The next emphasis in the report is in setting the background of the observed record of Colorado climate 

(Chapter 2) which, in general, is excellent.  

 I would recommend they update their analyses up to as close to the present as they can to the publication 

date of the report.  Clearly, the last two years have had weather patterns (e.g. the cool spring of 2013; the 

heavy northern Colorado snows of winter 2013/2014) that differ from the longer term trends that they 

report. Such individual events do not alter much a long term trend, but they should be discussed in the 

context of the importance of regional circulation anomalies.  

I do recommend the authors of Chapter 2 include a discussion as to how landscape change and aerosol 

emissions in Colorado have altered surface and lower tropospheric temperatures, humidity and 

precipitation.  Examples of papers on this issue from an observational perspective with respect to 

landscape changes in Colorado include 

Segal, M., W. Schreiber, G. Kallos, R.A. Pielke, J.R. Garratt, J. Weaver, A. Rodi, and J. Wilson, 1989: 

The impact of crop areas in northeast Colorado on midsummer mesoscale thermal circulations. Mon. 

Wea. Rev., 117, 809-825. http://pielkeclimatesci.wordpress.com/files/2009/09/r-88.pdf 

Segal, M., J.H. Cramer, R.A. Pielke, J.R. Garratt, and P. Hildebrand, 1991: Observational evaluation of 

the snow-breeze. Mon. Wea. Rev., 119, 412-424. http://pielkeclimatesci.wordpress.com/files/2009/09/r-

113.pdf. http://pielkeclimatesci.wordpress.com/files/2009/09/r-113.pdf 

Chase, T.N., R.A. Pielke, Sr., T.G.F. Kittel, J.S. Baron, and T.J. Stohlgren, 1999: Potential impacts on 

Colorado Rocky Mountain weather due to land use changes on the adjacent Great Plains. J. Geophys. 

Res., 104, 16673-16690. http://pielkeclimatesci.wordpress.com/files/2009/09/r-178.pdf 

Of more serious concern regarding the report, is the use of multi-decadal global climate modeling, either 

by itself, or downscaled using statistical and dynamic modeling to produce analyses of how climate could 

change in the coming decades.  Such modeling results (whether the terms “prediction” or “projection” is 

used, must be based on the demonstration of the ability of the climate models to actually predict (project) 

CHANGES in regional climate statistics.  If the models cannot show such skill in hindcast runs, why 

should they be relied on for the assessment of future climate? 

http://pielkeclimatesci.files.wordpress.com/2013/08/rpt-851.pdf
http://pielkeclimatesci.wordpress.com/files/2009/09/r-88.pdf
http://pielkeclimatesci.wordpress.com/files/2009/09/r-113.pdf
http://pielkeclimatesci.wordpress.com/files/2009/09/r-113.pdf
http://pielkeclimatesci.wordpress.com/files/2009/09/r-113.pdf


There is the attempt to separate “prediction” from “projection” [both in the report and by the IPCC in 

their 2013 WG report]. In Chapter 4 it is written 

 

"The term projection is used intentionally by climate scientists for these model simulations of  future 

climate, instead of prediction or forecast. The latter two terms are generally reserved for situations in 

which the future outcome is sensitive to the initial state of the system, but not future changes in related 

conditions. Projection indicates that the future outcome is sensitive to future changes in related 

conditions (emissions); the projected values are conditional on that specific emissions scenario." 

and (in Chapter 3) 

“CMIP5 models are now the de facto standard for climate projections” 

What are called “projections” than are just predictions in which sensitivity to initial conditions are 

ignored, and only the emissions specification is used to force changes.  This limited set of predictions by 

itself should be a red flag that the results are not going to encompass what is possible in the coming 

decades. These “projections” are really “what if” predictions in which a key aspect (e.g. the role of the 

initial conditions are ignored).  The projections certainly are presented as predictions (for given emission 

scenarios) to the impact and policy communities.  

 

This top-down view permeates much of the report. In reality, global averages have little to do with 

Colorado climate. It is the regional circulation features (e.g. the PDO, ENSO, etc) and their changes over 

time (due to both natural variations and human forcings) that matter in terms of whether we have drought 

or floods. Last September, with our floods, and this winter in the Midwest and northeast USA for cold 

and snow, should have underlined that it is the regional atmospheric circulation features are what matter. 

 

All of the text in Section 5 dealing with projections for the 2035-2064 time period are based on climate 

models (global and downscaled) that have shown NO skill at predicting changes in climate statistics on 

multi-decadal time scales when thee models are run in a hindcast mode.  

In the report, this is how the text discusses the assessment of model performance 

“Why do we have confidence that the climate models can credibly simulate the future climate?  

The first reason is that they are based on fundamental and well‐understood scientific principles such as 

fluid dynamics and the laws of thermodynamics. The second, closely related to the first, is that the models 

are able to simulate the major features of the earth’s climate, such as the jet streams and their seasonal 

movement, mid‐latitude cyclonic storms, the Hadley circulation, ENSO, the PDO, and most ocean 

currents. The third reason is that the models have been successful at simulating trends in global and 

continental‐scale temperatures over the past century, a period over which the climate forcings have 

changed, and also at simulating the state of global climate when the forcings and other conditions were 

very different than the last  century, such as the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) 20,000 years ago. The 

improvements seen in the models over the past two decades in simulating historic climate and 

paleoclimate have come through better understanding and representation of the climate processes in the 

model (Figure 3‐1), not from detailed calibration against historic data.” 



This is a flawed argument. First, the models do contain components that are “fundamental and well‐

understood scientific principle”, but much of the model framework  use parameterizations which, even 

when built with a framework of basic concepts, ALL have tunable parameters and functions.  I discuss 

this aspect of modeling in depth in my book 

Pielke Sr, R.A., 2013: Mesoscale meteorological modeling. 3rd Edition, Academic Press, 760 pp.. 

Their second point is that 

 “the models are able to simulate the major features of the earth’s climate, such as the jet streams and 

their seasonal movement, mid‐latitude cyclonic storms, the Hadley circulation, ENSO, the PDO, and most 

ocean currents.” 

 I will present examples from the report itself as well as from a number of peer reviewed papers that 

refute this perspective later in this review. However, even if they could replicate these features that is still 

only a “necessary” condition. To be a “sufficient” condition to be used for multi-decadal regional climate 

predictions (projections) they must be able to show a skill at predicting CHANGES in climate statistics 

when run in a hindcast mode. 

The report state for the next reason that 

“The third reason is that the models have been successful at simulating trends in global and continental‐

scale temperatures over the past century, a period over which the climate forcings have changed, and 

also at simulating the state of global climate when the forcings and other conditions were very different 

than the last  century, such as the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) 20,000 years ago.” 

Even if this is true, it does not indicate a skill at predicting trends in the climate in Colorado whose spatial 

scale is much smaller than “continental”. . Moreover, with the recent “pause” in warming that is discussed 

earlier in the review, even the skill of the models at predicting global and continental scale is being 

questioned.  

The last sentence in the paragraph illustrates the issues with the statement of model confidence. They 

write 

“The improvements seen in the models over the past two decades in simulating historic climate and 

paleoclimate have come through better understanding and representation of the climate processes in the 

model (Figure 3‐1), not from detailed calibration against historic data.” 

The claim that they are not using “historic data” to validate and improve the models goes against the 

scientific method of model testing. We certainly do not do this for weather forecasting! 

Here are other extracts from the text that show that the model results to create the climate scenarios are 

not robust. They write [highlight added] 

"problems simulating precipitation at sub‐continental and regional scales, and have not 

improved substantially in this aspect compared to CMIP3. However, the regional biases in the models 

tend to cancel out across the globe, leading to small global biases" 

http://store.elsevier.com/Mesoscale-Meteorological-Modeling/Roger-A-Pielke-Sr/isbn-9780123852373/


"Every one of the CMIP5 models is too wet over Colorado, with the mean bias in statewide  average 

annual precipitation being +67% (Table 3‐2), similar to the bias in the CMIP3 models. The wet bias is 

similar in each season of the year, indicating that the overall shape of the seasonal cycle in precipitation 

is reproduced, even though there is too much precipitation overall. The persistent bias in precipitation 

speaks to the overall difficulty of simulating precipitation processes." 

"The mean bias in statewide average annual temperature is about ‐1°F, with the individual model biases 

ranging from ‐7°F to +6°F. The median summer temperature bias is the smallest. For both precipitation 

and temperature, the greatest range among the models in their individual bias occurs in summer, 

reflecting the challenges associated with simulating the North American Monsoon, thunderstorms, and 

the associated fluctuations in soil moisture that have a strong  influence on surface temperatures."   

"That the models have these errors in representing the average state of the observed modern climate does 

not mean that they can’t credibly simulate changes in the future climate. But it does mean that the bias 

needs to be accounted for before interpreting the projections, either through explicit bias‐correction of 

the data (usually performed as part of downscaling; Section 3‐  5), or by comparing the uncorrected 

model output for a historic period with the uncorrected  output for the future period of interest, and 

examining the projected change (or delta) between the two periods, as with the projected changes for 

Colorado shown in Section 5‐1. 

 

Climate models capture many important aspects of the seasonal movements of storm tracks over North 

America (CCSP SAP 3.1 2008), which are a major feature of climate in Colorado. The CMIP5‐simulated 

storm tracks have improved from CMIP3, but are still positioned a little too far south, are weaker, and 

show fewer storms than observed, when measured in terms of atmospheric pressure variations (Chang 

2012)."    

"The North American Monsoon, which is strongest over northern Mexico and southern Arizona, is an 

important source of moisture for much of Colorado during the summer. Many CMIP5 climate models are 

now able to simulate the seasonal timing of rainfall over the core area of the monsoon, and the northward 

progression of monsoon moisture in northern Mexico. However, the models still generally underestimate 

the amount of precipitation. Colorado sits at the northern edge of the monsoon moisture, and the 

simulation of the monsoon’s extension to Colorado has not been specifically evaluated. Overall, we 

have more confidence in the model‐projected changes in cold‐season precipitation than in those for 

warm‐season precipitation." 

"it is very important for planners to consider a range of model projections to assess the robustness of 

planning options under different future climates." 

On this later statement from the report (which I agree with), they should first assess the skill of the model 

performance at predicting (projecting) CHANGES in regional climate statistics rather than arbitrarily 

assuming the results of the models bracket what is possible in the coming decades.  A robust assessment 

would use the model predictions (projections) with the caveat that they have not shown skill at predicting 

changes in Colorado climate statistics when run in hindcasts. A robust assessment would also use the 

historical record, paleo-record, worst case sequence of time periods of drought and other weather patterns, 

and sensitivity studies. 



Thus, as currently written the report is deficient in considering the range of plausible future climate in the 

state.   

The concern that I raise on using the multi-decadal regional climate predictions is shared by others. I list 

some of these issues as follows [highlight added].  

Fyfe et al. (2011) concluded that 

“..for longer term decadal hindcasts a linear trend correction may be required if the model does not 

reproduce long-term trends. For this reason, we correct for systematic long-term trend biases.” 

Xu and Yang (2012) find that without tuning from real world observations, the model predictions are in 

significant error. For example, they found that 

"....the traditional dynamic downscaling (TDD) [i.e. without tuning) overestimates precipitation by 0.5-

1.5mmd-1...The 2-year return level of summer daily maximum temperature simulated by the TDD is 

underestimated by 2-6 C over the central United States-Canada region." 

The paper van Oldenborgh et al. (2012) report just limited predictive skill in two regions of the oceans on 

the decadal time period, but no regional skill elsewhere, when they conclude that: 

"A 4-model 12-member ensemble of 10-yr hindcasts has been analysed for skill in SST, 2m temperature 

and precipitation. The main source of skill in temperature is the trend, which is primarily forced by 

greenhouse gases and aerosols. This trend contributes almost everywhere to the skill. Variation in the 

global mean temperature around the trend does not have any skill beyond the first year. However, 

regionally there appears to be skill beyond the trend in the two areas of well-known low-frequency 

variability: SST in parts of the North Atlantic and Pacific Oceans is predicted better than persistence. A 

comparison with the CMIP3 ensemble shows that the skill in the northern North Atlantic and eastern 

Pacific is most likely due to the initialisation, whereas the skill in the subtropical North Atlantic and 

western North Pacific are probably due to the forcing." 

Anagnostopoulos et al. (2010) report that 

".. local projections do not correlate well with observed measurements. Furthermore, we found that the 

correlation at a large spatial scale, i.e. the contiguous USA, is worse than [even] at the local scale." 

Stephens et al. (2010) wrote 

“models produce precipitation approximately twice as often as that observed and make rainfall far too 

lightly...The differences in the character of model precipitation are systemic and have a number of 

important implications for modeling the coupled Earth system ...little skill in precipitation [is] calculated 

at individual grid points, and thus applications involving downscaling of grid point precipitation to yet 

even finer-scale resolution has little foundation and relevance to the real Earth system.” 

van Haren et al. (2012) concluded from their study with respect to climate model predictions of 

precipitation that 



“An investigation of precipitation trends in two multi-model ensembles including both global and 

regional climate models shows that these models fail to reproduce the observed trends... A quantitative 

understanding of the causes of these trends is needed so that climate model based projections of future 

climate can be corrected for these precipitation trend biases.. To conclude, modeled atmospheric 

circulation and SST trends over the past century are significantly different from the observed ones.” 

Sun et al. (2012) found that 

“.in global climate models, [t]he radiation sampling error due to infrequent radiation calculations is 

investigated .... It is found that.. errors are very large, exceeding 800Wm 2 at many non-radiation time 

steps due to ignoring the effects of clouds..” 

There is an important summary of the limitations in multidecadal regional climate predictions in 

Kundzewicz and Stakhiv (2010) who succinctly conclude that 

“Simply put, the current suite of climate models were not developed to provide the level of accuracy 

required for adaptation-type analysis.” 

I further discuss the serious limitation of the multi-decadal climate predictions [projections] and the 

misleading claimed demonstration of skill in my paper 

Pielke Sr., R.A. 2013: Comments on “The North American Regional Climate Change Assessment 

Program: Overview of Phase I Results.” Bull. Amer. Meteor. Soc., 94, 1075-1077, doi: 10.1175/BAMS-

D-12-00205.1. http://pielkeclimatesci.files.wordpress.com/2013/07/r-372.pdf 

Other examples include Lenny Smith of the London School of Economics who in his presentation  

“The user made me do it: seamless forecasts, higher hemlines, and credible computation" 

[[http://www.eas.gatech.edu/sites/default/files/SmithTalkGT.pdf], 

 Regarding his presentation,  Judy Curry of Georgia Tech  [http://judithcurry.com/2014/02/18/uk-us-

workshop-part-iv-limits-of-climate-models-for-adaptation-decision-making/] wrote 

 

"Smith's presentation basically threw under the bus the widespread practice of dynamical downscaling of 

global climate model projections using high resolution regional models." 

 

There were also two members of the AGU Climate Change committee I was on [I will provide their 

names off the record to you if needed] who said in e-mails 

 

Text from the first e-mail  

 

"It is also worth pointing out that neither initialised decadal predictions nor RCMs are the entirety of 

what can be said about regional climate change in the next few decades . and in fact, it is arguable 

whether either add anything very much. ;-)." 

 

The second e-mail reads 

 

http://pielkeclimatesci.files.wordpress.com/2013/07/r-372.pdf
http://judithcurry.com/2014/02/18/uk-us-workshop-part-iv-limits-of-climate-models-for-adaptation-decision-making/
http://judithcurry.com/2014/02/18/uk-us-workshop-part-iv-limits-of-climate-models-for-adaptation-decision-making/


"The climate effects are largely warming, I cannot say today’s climate models can tell us much more with 

any certainty. I will add that there is probably poleward and continental intensification of the 

warming.  One further feature that appears to be robust is the movement of the storm belts in both 

hemispheres polewards. This has implications for the general circulation and in particular the 

climatology of precipitation intensity and variability (i.e., drought and flood). This poleward shift is seen 

in the data. There is some model evidence that over the next century ozone recovery could cancel come of 

this poleward shift in the Southern Hemisphere, but probably not in the NH. I think this is about as far I 

as we can go in forecasting climate over the next 50-100 years. Of course, sea level follows naturally 

from thermal expansion of the water as well as land ice melting. I think there is very little information 

(above noise) beyond the above in global climate models at regional level, even including 

downscaling." 

 

We also discuss this subject in our paper 

 Pielke Sr., R.A., and R.L. Wilby, 2012: Regional climate downscaling – what’s the point? Eos Forum, 

93, No. 5, 52-53, doi:10.1029/2012EO050008. http://pielkeclimatesci.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/r-

361.pdf 

in which Rob Wilby, one of the most well-known statistical downscalers of multi-decadal climate 

predictions [projections] (the Type 4 defined below), concluded as I did that 

"Type 4 downscaling has practical value but with the very important caveat that it should be used for 

model sensitivity experiments and not as predictions....It is therefore inappropriate to present type 4 

results to the impacts community as reflecting more than a subset of possible future climate risks.” 

 

The IPCC Annex 1 also suffers from the flaw in their presentation of regional climate predictions 

(projections) as I reported in the weblog post 

 

http://wattsupwiththat.com/2014/02/07/the-overselling-of-climate-modeling-predictability-on-multi-

decadal-time-scales-in-the-2013-ipcc-wg1-report-annex-1-is-not-scientifically-robust/ 

 

In summary, if the multi-decadal climate model predictions cannot skillfully predict the current climate 

when they are not constrained by real world observations, than we cannot arbitrarily assume they can 

skillfully predict CHANGES in Colorado climate in the coming decades. The part of the report based on 

these model results is misleading the impact community and policymakers are the actual lack of 

demonstrated skill.  

This issue is independent of how important one has concluded the addition of CO2 to the atmosphere is. It 

should be a concern (and addressed) regardless of one’s views on mitigation and adaptation.   

I do find, despite the major issues with the modeling, a way forward that is robust and should have wide 

acceptance. There is brief text on two other approaches to create scenarios for the future, but these 

approaches need much more discussion in the report. 

On the first approach the text 

http://pielkeclimatesci.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/r-361.pdf
http://pielkeclimatesci.files.wordpress.com/2012/02/r-361.pdf
http://wattsupwiththat.com/2014/02/07/the-overselling-of-climate-modeling-predictability-on-multi-decadal-time-scales-in-the-2013-ipcc-wg1-report-annex-1-is-not-scientifically-robust/
http://wattsupwiththat.com/2014/02/07/the-overselling-of-climate-modeling-predictability-on-multi-decadal-time-scales-in-the-2013-ipcc-wg1-report-annex-1-is-not-scientifically-robust/


"A simpler vulnerability assessment approach is a sensitivity analysis, in which prescribed changes 

consistent with the spread of climate projections (such as a warming of 2°F and 5°F and a change in 

annual precipitation of +10% and ‐10%) are applied to the observed climate record,  and then the 

perturbed observations are run through hydrology and management models. A sensitivity analysis does 

not require the time‐ and resource‐ intensive handling of downscaled climate model output." 

is very clear.  

One could (and should) ask, why we need more expensive climate model multi-decadal predictions 

[projections], since they have shown no skill.  The input information we need can come from the existing 

multi-decadal climate model runs (as sensitivity estimates, as reported in the paragraph above from the 

report), but also the historical and paleo-record and worse case sequence of years. These can be used be 

used to specify a range of plausible temperature and precipitation changes.  

I do support the running of the multi-decadal climate model predictions to assess "predictability" but with 

that approach we are actually testing model skill.    Assessing “predictability” is distinct from just 

producing forecasts [predictions’ projections] with no demonstration of the level of skill with respect to 

the temporal and spatial detail that the impacts and policy communities need.  

On the second approach it is written 

"For an individual water system, a somewhat different approach to vulnerability assessment is the 

“bottom‐up” or threshold approach, in which water managers start with their knowledge of their system 

and use their water supply planning tools to identify what changes in climate would  be most threatening 

to specific elements of their operations or long‐range plans. By examining the outputs of climate models 

or studies, water managers can then assess how often system critical vulnerabilities are triggered." 

This more bottom-up approach is what we recommend in our paper 

Pielke Sr., R.A., R. Wilby, D. Niyogi, F. Hossain, K. Dairaku, J. Adegoke, G. Kallos, T. Seastedt, and K. 

Suding, 2012: Dealing with complexity and extreme events using a bottom-up, resource-based 

vulnerability perspective. Extreme Events and Natural Hazards: The Complexity Perspective Geophysical 

Monograph Series 196 © 2012. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. 

10.1029/2011GM001086. http://pielkeclimatesci.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/r-3651.pdf 

The bottom-up focus for water resources is schematically shown (from the above article) below.  

http://pielkeclimatesci.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/r-3651.pdf


 

I, therefore, endorse that approach and encourage more discussion of this approach in the report. 

In conclusion, therefore, I recommend that the report should start from the approach 

To be inclusive the vulnerability concept requires the determination of the major threats to local and 

regional water resources from changes in the statistics of climate including extreme events  but also from 

other social and environmental issues. After these threats are identified for each resource, then the relative 

risks can be compared with other risks in order to adopt optimal preferred mitigation/adaptation 

strategies. This is a more inclusive way of assessing risks, including from climate variability and longer 

term natural and human climate change, than using the outcome vulnerability approach based on the 

multi-decadal global and regional climate model predictions [projections] adopted as the main approach 

in this report.   

Such a contextual vulnerability assessment using the bottom-up, resource-based framework is a more 

inclusive approach for policy makers to adopt effective mitigation and adaptation methodologies to deal 

with the complexity of the spectrum of social and environmental events that will occur in the coming 

decades as the range of threats are assessed, beyond just the focus on CO2  caused climate change as 

emphasized in this report. 

I suggest what is needed are chapters (sections)  that answer these questions 



1. Why is water important to Colorado? How is it used? To what stakeholders is it valuable? 

2. What are the key environmental and social variables that influence Colorado water resources? 

3. What is the sensitivity of Colorado water resource to changes in each of these key variables? This 

includes, but is not limited to, the sensitivity of the resource to climate variations and change on short 

(e.g., days), medium (e.g., seasons), and long (e.g., multidecadal) timescales. 

In addition to using the output from the multi-decadal climate models for this purpose (which need to be 

reported with the caveat that they have no demonstrated skill at predicting changes in regional climate 

statistics on this time scale), I recommend other scenarios be obtained from historical and paleo-record 

events, and  by using worse case sequence of worst years (e.g. the 5 driest years in the historical record).  

4. What changes (thresholds) in these key variables would have to occur to result in a negative (or 

positive) response to Colorado water resources? 

5. What are the best estimates of the probabilities for these changes to occur? What tools are available to 

quantify the effect of these changes? Can these estimates be skillfully predicted? 

6. What actions (adaptation/mitigation) can be undertaken in order to minimize or eliminate the negative 

consequences of these changes (or to optimize a positive response)? 

7. What are specific recommendations for policymakers and other stakeholders? 

I would be glad to provide more input on the review process, and, hopefully, a more scientifically robust 

report, if requested.  

 

Best Regards 

 

Roger Sr. 

 

 


